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Pioneer Mercantile Firm

THE LITHFIELD DOWN-LOW BUILT FOR US BY THE LITHFIELD MANUFACTURING COMPANY AND IS TOO LOW FOR EASY LOADING BUT HIGH ENOUGH TO AVOID TROUBLE. IT HAS THE PRACTICALLY THE SAME UNDER-CLEARANCE AS THE LITHFIELD STANDARD SPREADER WHICH IS TOO LOW FOR EIGHT.

W. H. STAATS & CO.

THE MAUPIN TIMES

The Maupin Times published on May 14, 1915, contains various articles, including news, events, and advertisements. The content is rich with local information, focusing on the community of Maupin, Oregon. The article titled "LARGE CROPS CATCH FISH IN DESCHUTES RIVER" describes a fishing event that took place in the Deschutes River. The newspaper also contains a variety of other topics such as school events, local news, and general community updates.

The Maupin Times is a valuable resource for understanding the history and culture of Maupin in 1915. It provides insights into the daily life of the community, its residents, and the activities that were of interest at the time.